Goldsboro Municipal Golf Course is owned by the City of Goldsboro and Operated by the Parks and
Recreation Department —Scott Barnard, Director

Greetings Fellow Golfers,
Hopefully the worst of Winter is behind us. Terrible January weather with us having to ‘Ice’ the greens starting on December 27
and for the next 25 days. Great weather in February though. Remember in March we ‘Spring Ahead’ with our time starting on the
11th. Initial pavers have been installed by the flagpole. If you get a chance, check them out. Purchase is open to anyone. Cost is $50
each and forms are in Pro Shop. What a great way to memorialize or honor someone you love. Now that we are entering our
windy month, March, I thought it may be appropriate to offer you some suggestions on playing on windy days. "Tom Watson:
Watson didn't win five British Opens, all in Scotland, without a keen understanding of playing great in the wind. He says he
learned early on that the key to handling British Open venues on windswept links is to feel as if you're hitting long chip shots
around the course. You rarely want to swing full bore in high winds, Watson says. Swinging all-out only makes the ball spin
more, which causes it to balloon and be affected by higher velocities and gusts. By thinking of hitting long chip shots you reduce
backspin so the ball stays lower, where it's less affected by the wind. In windy conditions, a ball rolling along the ground is generally easier to control than one that flies high through the air. Payne Stewart: Before he passed away, the three-time major champion and Ryder Cup star wrote an article for Golf Digest about playing in poor conditions. Stewart advocated riding the wind with
the driver to get maximum carry and distance, but to curve the ball into the wind on iron shots and other approaches for better
control. For example, if he were teeing off in a strong left-right wind, Stewart would intentionally aim left and play a power fade.
The ball would curve in the same direction as the wind was blowing, thereby allowing the wind to carry it for optimum distance.
However, on an approach with, say, a left-to-right wind, he would intentionally aim to the right and play a draw that curved into
the wind. The wind served as a backdrop to "hold" the ball on the green. Likewise, he would intentionally fade his approaches
into a right-to-left wind. Paul Azinger: Paul's strong grip and strong turn resulted in an ability to hit very low shots, even with his
wedges and short irons. Paul would play the ball back of center in his stance and hit knockdown shots where he limited his follow-through. "Finish low to hit it low," he often said. Another secret Paul revealed to me years ago was to hit the ball lower, not
higher, when playing iron shots downwind. The conventional wisdom is to hit the ball high downwind to take advantage of the
breeze. But Paul contended that doing so caused you to lose control of the shot's distance. By hitting a low knockdown, you keep
the ball under the wind so the ball is less affected, and therefore you can better control your distance on approach shots.”
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